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 Digitized (analog) versus born digital content 
 Preservation Planning 
 Digitizing the Mouseion Journal 
 Managing born digital electronic theses 
 Q and A 

 





 Text documents (word, PDF, html, etc.) 
 Spreadsheets 
 Web sites    
 Databases 
 Twitter  
 Multimedia files (audio/video) 
 ... 



 Digitized (analog) Content 
 You control what digital file format(s) to use 

when digitizing analog content for access and 
long-term preservation. Making a well-
informed decision at this stage will significantly 
reduce the ongoing maintenance associated 
with the preservation of and long term access 
to these files. 



 Born Digital Content 
 The curation and preservation of  born digital 

content is much more labour intensive and 
involves dealing with issues associated with 
provenance, file identification and validation in 
addition to access and long-term preservation.  



 Memorial’s Digital Archive Platforms 

 Digitized (analog) content 

 CONTENTdm (OCLC) used to manage the Digital 
 Archives Initiative (DAI) since 2007.   

 Born Digital Content 

 EPrints (Southampton University) used to manage 
 the Research Repository. 

 Summon Discovery Service includes OAI-PMH 
harvested content from CONTENTdm and the 
Research Repository. 

  



 Also known as “Format Policies”, the MTPP 
determines what file formats to use for 
digitizing analog content and preserving born 
digital content. It is created from the 
intersection of supported media and file 
formats and their associated significant 
characteristics, the needs and expectations of 
our users and the underlying technological 
environment. 



 Provide long-term meaningful access to file 
formats across all browsers, operating 
systems and devices. 

 Enable the display/play of the original look, 
feel, experience (colour, layout,  etc.). 

 Support reuse  of born digital objects. 
 
Caveat: to the extent possible 
 



 Initial Steps 

1. Media Type: perform an inventory of media types 
and file formats in your physical collection/digital 
repository. 

a) File extensions don’t provide enough information 
regarding a file (e.g. .pdf could be PDF or PDF/A) 

b) Use a file identification / validation tool like DRIOD or 
JHOVE2. 



 Initial Steps 

1. Media Type: perform an inventory of media types 
and file formats in the digital archive/repository. 



 Initial Steps 

2. Use Google Analytics or other web site tools to 
determine the predominant devices, operating 
systems and browsers used to access your services. 







Mobile 



Mobile 



 Initial Steps 

3. Monitor the high-tech environment for changes 
which may impact your services. 







Blackberry Z10 Supported File Formats 



 Initial Steps 

4. Monitor communications within the digital 
preservation community regarding recommended 
long-term preservation file formats. 





 Sustainability Factors for Long-Term Preservation 
Formats: 

 Disclosure: open specifications and validation tools. 

 Adoption: widely adopted, bundled with OS. 

 Transparency: open to direct analysis with basic tools. 

 Self-documentation: metadata embedded in file. 

 External dependencies: the fewer the better. 

 Impact of patents: licenses and royalty fees. 

 Technical protection mechanisms: the fewer the better. 



 MUN Format Policy for Audio 

1. Media Type: Audio. 

2. Supported ingest format extensions: MP3, WMA, 
WAV 

3. Long-term preservation format(s): WAV (LPCM) 

4. Access format(s): MP3, WAV 

5. Normalization tool: Soundforge Audio Studio 
Version 10 

6. Analog digitization / born digital preservation audio 
standards 



 Analog digitization / born digital preservation 
audio standards: 

 

 

Category File Format  Resolution Notes 

Long-term 
preservation high 
resolution standard 

-Linear PCM bit 
stream 
-Uncompressed 
.WAV 

24 Bit @ 48 KHz 
(minimum), 
mono/dual  or 
mono/stereo, 
interleaved 

Higher resolutions 
encouraged if 
possible. 

Deliverable “hard 
copy” standard (CD) 

-Linear PCM bit 
stream 
-Uncompressed 
.WAV 

16 Bit @ 44.1 KHz 
Stereo Interleaved 
only 

Derive from original 

Deliverable Web-
based 
access/download 
standard 

MP3, WAV Minimum of 128 
Kbps @ 44.1 KHz 
mono or 256 Kbps 
@ 44.1 Kbps stereo 

Derive from original 





 History 

 Professor Brad Levett, Memorial University, current 
editor 

 Project Muse: 2007-2010 issues, requires 
subscription 

 1951 – 2008 backfiles are being digitized for Project 
Muse and for open access in MUN’s Digital Archive. 

 Completed digitizing 1982-2008 (81 issues, 13,000 
pages) 

 Recently received the 1956 – 1981 issues. 

 



1956, Number 1, page 1 





 The Process 

 Removed the spine in order to feed issues through a 
Kodak two-sided sheet feed scanner. 

 Scanned in colour to create 600 dpi jpegs. 

 Initial quality control review of images by a graduate 
student assistant revealed a black outline, light 
green stripes (possibly due to a dirty scanner) and 
discoloured edges caused by light leakage. This was 
not acceptable. 

 

 



Original Scan 





 All issues were gray-scale except for the colour 
cover. 

 Examined options to rescanning. 
 Used IRFANVIEW software to batch correct 

problems: 

 Grey-scale wash removed green stripes and light 
leakage. 

 100 pixel white edge wash removed black outline. 



Final Version 



 Adobe Professional: OCR and create PDF/A-2b 
files for long-term preservation. 

 OCR process includes page straightening. 
 Final PDF/As sent to Project Muse. 
 PDF/As did not meet Project Muse standards 

due to substandard OCR. 
 Further investigation revealed that the pixel 

width of the OCR image was related to the 
quality of the OCR.  
 



 Pixel width and file size for a 200 page issue: 

 

Pixel Width (ppi) File Size 

Original: 3500 Original: 175 MB 

Downsized: 2000 72.4 MB 

Downsized: 1600 50.6 

Downsized: 1200 34.9 



 Pixel width and OCR quality (1200 ppi): 

 

 



 Pixel width and OCR quality (1600 ppi): 

 

 



 Pixel width and OCR quality (2000 ppi): 

 

 



We face OCR challenges with the older issues!!!! 





 Library and Archives Canada 
    “By 2014, LAC will only accept theses and 
    dissertations from Canadian universities in 
    electronic form…” 
 Requires change in Graduate Studies policy 

which mandates electronic submission. 
 Additional instruction in e-thesis preparation. 
 Development of an e-thesis submission and 

processing workflow. 
 
 
 



 PDF/A file format maximizes: 

 Device independence 

 Self-containment 

 Self-documentation 

 

 



 PDF/A Constraints 

 Audio and video content are forbidden. 

 Javascript and executable file launches are prohibited. 

 All fonts must be embedded and also must be legally 
embedded. 

 Encryption is disallowed. 

 Use of standards-based metadata is mandated. 



 PDF/A Fonts 

 Avoid the use of proprietary and/or special purpose 
fonts. 

 Recommend the use of Standard 14 Fonts 

▪ Times (v3) (in regular, italic, bold, and bold italic) 

▪ Courier (in regular, oblique, bold and bold oblique) 

▪ Helvetica (v3) (in regular, oblique, bold and bold oblique)  

▪ Symbol  

▪ Zapf Dingbats 

 Embed the entire font, not a subset, for reusability. 

 











 Integral part of the thesis. 
 Support replication, validation and extension 

of experiments. 
 Support reuse of digital content, for example, 

images. 
 MUN Disciplines: Anthropology, Biology, 

Chemistry, Computer Science, Earth 
Sciences, Engineering, Environmental 
Science, Music, Physics. 



Gan, Gregory (2010) To our hopeless affair : a visual 
anthropology study about women of the Russian 
Intelligentsia in the post-Soviet era. Masters thesis, 
Memorial University of Newfoundland.  

“A feature-length ethnographic film produced during the 
period of fieldwork in Moscow and based on participants' 
memories is appended to the thesis.” 

 

Here is a link to the Gregory Gan thesis and video in 
Memorial’s Research Repository: 

http://research.library.mun.ca/1686/ 

http://research.library.mun.ca/1686/
http://research.library.mun.ca/1686/


 Types of files submitted with 20 MUN theses: 

 Video: mp4, wmv, avi 

 Image: jpg, tif 

 Spreadsheet: Microsoft Excel 

 Database:  Microsoft Access 

 Software: original C#/Fortran code, open source 
software, links to commercial software. 

 Data: asv CAD/CAM, cif Crystallographic, etc. 

 Documentation: from good to nil. 

 Files may be organized in folders. 



 Convert specific files for long term access / 
preservation based on the MTTP: 

 Video: mp4, wmv, avi 

 Image: jpg, tif 

 Spreadsheet: Microsoft Excel 

 Database:  Microsoft Access 

 Software: original C#/Fortran code, open source 
software, commercial software. 

 Data: asv CAD/CAM, cif Crystallographic, etc. 

 Documentation: from good to nil (readme files). 

 

 



 Download, test, preserve open source software, 
compilers, emulators, etc.: 

 Video: mp4, wmv, avi 

 Image: jpg, tif 

 Spreadsheet: Microsoft Excel 

 Database:  Microsoft Access 

 Software: original C#/Fortran code, open source 
software, commercial software. 

 Data: asv CAD/CAM, cif Crystallographic, etc. 

 Documentation: from good to nil (readme files). 



Download and preserve the associated software. 



 Determine sustainability of remaining formats: 

 Video: mp4, wmv, avi 

 Image: jpg, tif 

 Spreadsheet: Microsoft Excel 

 Database:  Microsoft Access 

 Software: original C#/Fortran code, open source 
software, commercial software. 

 Data: asv CAD/CAM, cif Crystallographic, etc. 

 Documentation: from good to nil. 



 Use zip uncompressed to preserve the folder 
structure:  



 Add descriptive metadata for all associated 
files and use METS schema to package the 
thesis, associated files, metadata and 
preservation actions into a logical whole. 

 Submission package will be a zip or Bagit 
container. 

 Work on the development of a METS E-Thesis 
profile. Current ETD-MS Dublin core profile is 
inadequate. 
 



 Determine the skill sets required to staff the E-
Thesis processing workflow: 

 Metadata specialist: METS, Premis, Dublin Core. 

 Digital Preservation specialist: file identification, 
validation, access and preservation. 

 Systems Analyst: file migration, cross-
platform/browser testing, packaging. 

 Important question: will LAC/BAC be able to 
accommodate E-Theses with associated files? 
 



 


